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wildemoose

LibriVox Admin Team

Joined: January 21st, 2009,
12:33 pm
Posts: 3253
Location: Watertown, MA

Annie, I'm happy to put you down for Mrs. Jennings, but please don't record anything
until your test has been approved. This is only because I wouldn't want you to have
to rerecord your part if some of the settings are wrong, etc.

Ernst, as always with these dramatic readings, the chapters have been divided into
parts for your convenience and are linked in the Magic Window. Scroll down to the
list of chapters to find the links. Please do not use the Gutenberg text (and especially
not a Penguin text as that is copyrighted material) to read from. Edward does indeed
have lines in Chapter 5, as you'll find if you take a look at the scripts I've prepared.

_________________
Arielle
http://www.ariellelipshaw.com/

Top

JennLeighanne

Joined: September 11th, 2011,
8:25 pm
Posts: 6

May I please read for Anne Steel? I'm not too familiar with the story (I know, I should
be, but there are so many good books out there!)
I'll warn you that I haven't done this yet, but I'd like to try with this, and I will do my
best!
Thanks.
Jenn

Top

wildemoose
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Posted:: September 13th, 2011, 9:53 pm 

  

Posted:: September 13th, 2011, 10:26 pm 

  

Posted:: September 14th, 2011, 2:13 am 

  

Posted:: September 14th, 2011, 4:07 am 

LibriVox Admin Team

Joined: January 21st, 2009,
12:33 pm
Posts: 3253
Location: Watertown, MA

Jenn, I really, really recommend doing a test recording and posting it in the Listeners
Wanted thread before recording a chapter or a role. This isn't an audition, but just a
test to make sure your technical specifications are correct. I can put you down for
Anne Steele in the meantime--you could even use her first chapter as your test
recording if you wanted! Let me know if you need more help with anything.

_________________
Arielle
http://www.ariellelipshaw.com/

Top

JennLeighanne

Joined: September 11th, 2011,
8:25 pm
Posts: 6

I already did a test recording.  Everything I read told me to do that first, so I
thought I'd get it out of the way before I asked to be a part of anything.

Top

JennLeighanne

Joined: September 11th, 2011,
8:25 pm
Posts: 6

I do have a question. It may sound a little silly, but please bear with me.
My question is this- How do I do a dramatic reading recording? Like I said I haven't
done this. Should I leave a space where the other lines should fit? Or just read all the
lines back to back? I do each chapter as a seperate recording right?
Thanks so much for taking the time to answer my questions. I really appriciate it and I
can't wait to get started!
Jenn

Top

Fongie

Joined: April 22nd, 2011, 4:28
pm
Posts: 121

Can I have Willoughby? =)

Top

wildemoose

LibriVox Admin Team

Joined: January 21st, 2009,
12:33 pm
Posts: 3253
Location: Watertown, MA

Jenn, I do see that you've done a test recording, but it doesn't look like anyone's
come along and approved it. You need to wait for someone to check it out and tell
you you're good to go. FYI, don't start a new thread for each attempt--if you post
each try in the same thread they'll be much easier to find and compare.

As far as the dramatic reading goes, you can find a lot of good information in the first
post of the thread, so I suggest reading that very carefully, but basically yes, you
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Posted:: September 14th, 2011, 7:54 pm 

  

Posted:: September 15th, 2011, 7:15 am 

would read all of the character's lines with a short space of a few seconds in
between. I don't know if you've found the scripts linked in the Magic Window yet, but
they've been divided into parts like the script of a play to make it easy to find your
lines. You'd submit one file per chapter--the first post of the thread will tell you how to
name those files.

Fongie, absolutely, have fun as that cad Willoughby. 

_________________
Arielle
http://www.ariellelipshaw.com/

Top

gloriana

LibriVox Admin Team

Joined: March 6th, 2007, 11:19
am
Posts: 6689
Location: Houston, TX

Here's Lucy Steele:

http://upload.librivox.org/share/uploads/al/senseandsensibility_lucysteele_21.mp3
http://upload.librivox.org/share/uploads/al/senseandsensibility_lucysteele_22.mp3
http://upload.librivox.org/share/uploads/al/senseandsensibility_lucysteele_23.mp3
http://upload.librivox.org/share/uploads/al/senseandsensibility_lucysteele_24.mp3
http://upload.librivox.org/share/uploads/al/senseandsensibility_lucysteele_32.mp3
http://upload.librivox.org/share/uploads/al/senseandsensibility_lucysteele_34.mp3
http://upload.librivox.org/share/uploads/al/senseandsensibility_lucysteele_35.mp3
http://upload.librivox.org/share/uploads/al/senseandsensibility_lucysteele_36.mp3
http://upload.librivox.org/share/uploads/al/senseandsensibility_lucysteele_38.mp3
http://upload.librivox.org/share/uploads/al/senseandsensibility_lucysteele_49.mp3

Files have been noise-cleaned. As always, I'm available to fix or change anything
that doesn't work or is missing. 

_________________
Cheers,
Elizabeth

My LibriVox recordings

My blog

Top

bish

Joined: January 26th, 2011, 6:41
am
Posts: 152
Location: An Englishman in New
York

Although I promised to give myself a break from Austen... how can I resist a
scoundrel!

... I'm up for #09 - Mr Willoughby if he's available.
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Posted:: September 15th, 2011, 7:22 am 

  

Posted:: September 15th, 2011, 8:43 am 

  

Posted:: September 15th, 2011, 8:45 am 

  

Posted:: September 15th, 2011, 8:51 am 

Cheers
Peter

_________________
I love deadlines. I like the whooshing sound they make as they fly by. - Douglas
Adams

Top

wildemoose

LibriVox Admin Team

Joined: January 21st, 2009,
12:33 pm
Posts: 3253
Location: Watertown, MA

Thanks, Elizabeth!

Peter, Willoughby was already claimed by Fongie a few posts back, and that is totally
my fault for forgetting to enter the claim into the MW. Can I interest you in John
Dashwood or Sir John Middleton, perhaps?

_________________
Arielle
http://www.ariellelipshaw.com/

Top

rf

Joined: August 28th, 2009, 8:12
am
Posts: 351
Location: USA

May I please do Sir John Middleton , if Peter doesn't want to.

If he does, I'll be happy to do John Dashwood.

Thanks

Ric F.

Top

wildemoose

LibriVox Admin Team

Joined: January 21st, 2009,
12:33 pm
Posts: 3253
Location: Watertown, MA

Ric, I'll wait until Peter posts and let the two of you fight it out. 

_________________
Arielle
http://www.ariellelipshaw.com/

Top

rf
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Posted:: September 15th, 2011, 8:57 am 

  

Posted:: September 15th, 2011, 10:38 am 

  

Board index » Readers Wanted: Dramatic Works

Joined: August 28th, 2009, 8:12
am
Posts: 351
Location: USA

Wildemoose and Peter,

If Peter has no preferences, I have a slight preference for Sir John Middleton.
However, if Peter prefers to do SJM, I'll enjoy doing John Dashwood. Which ever is
agreeable 

Also, the first page indicates links to text in the MW. My browser (Firefox on LInux)
has no links. Have the links been put in the MW?

Thanks,

Ric F.

Top

wildemoose

LibriVox Admin Team

Joined: January 21st, 2009,
12:33 pm
Posts: 3253
Location: Watertown, MA

Ric, when you scroll down in the Magic Window (past the character names) you will
see each chapter is listed. Next to each chapter (in the Notes field) should be a link
entitled "Link to text." Do you see those?

_________________
Arielle
http://www.ariellelipshaw.com/

Top

bish

Joined: January 26th, 2011, 6:41
am
Posts: 152
Location: An Englishman in New
York

No problems for me here... I'll take #03 John Dashwood (as long as he doesn't sing
anything).

Cheers
Peter

_________________
I love deadlines. I like the whooshing sound they make as they fly by. - Douglas
Adams

Top
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